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IMPORTANT
DISCLAIMER

l

l

l

l

l

l

This Document and the information contained herein and any presentation
(collectively referred to as ‘Information’) is proprietary to Errawarra
Resources Ltd (‘the Company’ or ‘Errawarra’).
This Document is intended to provide general background on the Company.
It is not a disclosure document and is not intended as an offer, invitation,
solicitation or recommendation with respect to any potential investment in
the company
The Document contains reference to certain intentions, expectations and
plans of the Company. Those intentions, expectations and plans may or may
not be achieved. They are based on certain assumptions which may not be
met or on which views may differ. The performance and operations of the
Company may be influenced by a number of factors, many of which are
outside the control of the Company. No representation or warranty, express
or implied, is made by the Company or any of their respective directors,
employees, agents, advisers and consultants that any intentions,
expectations or plans will be achieved either totally or partially or within a
prescribed timeframe or that any particular rate of return will be achieved.
The Information disclosed relates to the proposed business of the Company
at the date of this Document. Material information may have changed since
the date the Document was compiled. No responsibility is accepted to advise
any person of any change or update any of the Information.
Neither the provision of this Document nor any information contained in this
Document or subsequently communicated to any person in connection with
this Document is, or should be taken as, constituting the giving of
investment advice to any person. By accepting this Document you
acknowledge and agree to be bound by each of the foregoing statements.
The currency used throughout the presentation is Australian Dollars unless
otherwise stated.
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INTRODUCTION

l

l
l

Errawarra has rights to an emerging technology in a rapid growth
market – high value fertiliser (SOP) – right place, right time
Prefeasibility Study & Process Optimisation completed on SOP
Errawarra is an audited unlisted public company with ~20.7M shares
on issue and 1,700 shareholders
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HIGHLIGHTS

SOP Process
l
l

Prefeasibility Study completed
Carbon capture and
utilisation process

l

Scalable business model

l

Site optimisation study next step
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WHAT IS SOP (SULPHATE OF POTASH)?
l

l

l
l

l

l

l

SOP1 is a high value fertiliser that provides nutrients to high value crops
such as nuts (30%), vegetables (25%), fruits (15%), tea and tobacco (30%)
Importantly SOP contains very low levels of chloride, is highly
concentrated, enhances yield and quality, extends shelf life and
improves taste
SOP currently sells for approx. US$575/t
The global market for SOP is ~7Mtpa and ~70,000tpa is consumed in
Australia annually (100% is imported)
Market grade specifications for SOP are deemed to be >50% potassium
oxide (K2O), > 17.5% sulphur (S) and <1.5% chloride (Cl)
50% of the SOP used globally is manufactured via the Mannheim
Process, the balance is extracted from ancient salt lakes
Nine ASX listed companies are focussed on the production of SOP from
ancient salt lakes
1: Also referred to as sulphate of potassium and potassium sulphate and its chemical description is K2SO4
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SOP PROCESS – THE FIRST OF ITS KIND
l

l

l

l

l

l

50% of the world’s SOP is manufactured via the Mannheim Process 3.5
mtpa, a process that generates hydochloric acid (HCl) as a by-product
Errawarra aims to capture a percentage of the ’Mannheim market’ by
manufacturing SOP via a proprietary process without any HCl byproduct
Errawarra’s proven process uses carbon dioxide, ammonia, water,
gypsum and lower value potash (MOP), a process that generates lime
and calcium chloride as by-products
Errawarra process can achieve > 50% K2O (potassium oxide) and market
specifications for sulphur and chloride
Errawarra completed a Scoping Study (+/-35% accuracy) in 2016,
achieved market grade specifications for SOP in 2017 and completed a
Prefeasibility Study (+/-25% accuracy) in March 2018
Errawarra further optimised the SOP process during the 2nd half of 2018
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RAPID GROWTH GLOBAL BUSINESS MODEL
l

Errawarra plans to independently produce SOP and license the SOP
Process
– Errawarra will seek to establish production facilities close to suppliers
of lower value potash to reduce transport costs
– Errawarra will seek to license its process to producers of lower value
potash that are seeking to increase their product and revenue mix

l

l

Each geographical market will have a unique set of cost drivers in
relation to the main raw material inputs (ammonia,
gypsum, water and potash) and therefore a detailed
market analysis will be completed during the
Bankable Feasibility Study to optimise site locations
Increasingly strict environmental laws regulating the
disposal of hydrochloric acid produced as a by-product
of the Mannheim Process may create opportunities
for Errawarra to gain market share
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ADVANTAGES OF ERRAWARRA SOP
l

Modular design that can be located in multiple jurisdictions enabling
rapid growth of business model

l

Absorbs carbon dioxide (CO2) so positive environmental impact

l

No mine life limitations

l

No land tenure issues associated with mining

l

No remote access issues associated with developing projects in very
remote locations

l

Not reliant on, or exposed to weather patterns

l

Low human resource requirements with facility operated by few workers

l

Small ‘footprint
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PRODUCTION OPPORTUNITY
l

l
l

l

PFS study based on proposal to build commercial scale 40,000 tpa
‘demonstration production facility’ close to producer of lower value
potash (MOP) and SOP customer/s
Production facility will be modular and scalable
Production facility will showcase technology to investors, financiers,
licensees and customers
Site location to be determined as part of Bankable Feasibility Study
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NEXT STEPS
l

Commence Bankable Feasibility Study (BFS) to optimise process and
costs, identify range of sites for location of production facility and
produce bulk samples for analysis by potential customers and licensees
– BFS to be completed within 12 months of commencement

l

l

Subject to outcome of BFS, secure funding and offtake agreements prior
to completing front end engineering design and build first production
facility for SOP using the Errawarra Process
Continue research and development to expand product suite
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS &
COMPANY SECRETARY

Jonathan Murray

Damian Hicks

Markus Bachmann

Mindy Ku

Non-Executive Chairman

Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Company Secretary

•
•
•
•

Director of Errawarra Resources
Ltd (2012)
Director of Hannans Ltd (2010)
and Critical Metals Ltd (2016)
Partner of Steinepreis Paganin
(2001)
Principal legal practice areas
include equity capital markets,
takeovers, project acquisitions
and divestments, corporate
governance, commercial law and
strategy.

•
•

•
•

Director of Errawarra Resources
Ltd (2012)
Director of Hannans Ltd (2002),
Critical Metals Ltd (2016) and
Corporate Board Services Pty Ltd
Financial, legal and compliance
qualifications
Principal responsibilities includes
strategy formulation, deal
origination & execution,
stakeholder relationships and
capital raising.

•
•
•
•
•

Director of Errawarra Resources
Ltd (2012)
Director of Hannans Ltd (2012)
and Critical Metals Ltd (2016)
Corporate finance professional
Founding partner of Craton
Capital (cratoncapital.com)
Craton Capital awarded Fund
Manager of the Year at the
Mining Journal’s “Outstanding
Achievement Awards” during
December 2010

•
•
•

•

Company Secretary of Errawarra
Resources Ltd (2014)
Managing Director of Corporate
Board Services Pty Ltd (2016)
Bachelor of Science in
Computing from the University
of Greenwich, United Kingdom;
Member of CPA Australia
15 years’ international experience
in finance, compliance and
governance across multiple
jurisdictions.
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KEY CONSULTANTS
Peter McEwen
Fertiliser Industry Expert
l
l

l

l

Director of the Fertiliser Industry Federation of Australia (1997 – 2010) and Chairman (2003 – 2007)
Bachelor of Science with First Class Honours in Chemistry from University of Western Australia, a Graduate
Diploma in Engineering (Chemical) from WAIT (now Curtin) and Graduate of the AICD Company Directors
Course
Founder and Managing Director of private company Agri-Access Australia Pty Ltd (2012 – present),
previously Chairman and director of AACL Holdings Ltd (2009 – 2012), Chief Executive Officer of Sumitomo
Group company Summit Fertilizers (1992 - 2010) and Chairman & Managing Director of Summit Rural (WA)
Pty Ltd (2005 – 2010)
Various management positions with Wesfarmers CSBP Ltd (1980 – 1992)

Damian Connelly
Project Management & Engineering
l
l
l
l
l

Chartered Professional Engineer with more than 45 years of experience
Principal Engineer of METS Engineering and oversees a staff of 60 Engineers, author of over 90 technical
papers
Bachelor of Applied Science from Adelaide University, a Fellow of the Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy (AusIMM) and Fellow of Engineers Australia (FIEAust)
Experience in plant operations feasibility studies, detailed design, construction and commissioning, and all
unit operations
Internationally recognised specialist in mineral processing having worked in North and South America,
South East Asia, Africa and Europe – extensive experience in the gold, copper, lead, zinc, uranium and iron
ore industries
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INDUSTRY CONSULTANTS

CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

SOP PRODUCT
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LEGAL

FINANCIAL,
TAXATION,
COMPLIANCE
&
GOVERNANCE

Agri-Access
Australia
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Paganin

Corporate
Board Services

Griffith
Hack

Stantons

PRODUCT

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

CHEMICAL
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CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

SOP

METS

Curtin
University

Nagrom

Haycorp
Consulting

METS

Agrifood

Midas
Engineering

CSIRO

Deloitte
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW
Current Structure

Incorporated

2012

Type

Unlisted public company

Background

Spun out from Hannans Ltd (ASX:HNR)
in 2012

Fully paid ordinary shares

20,757,741

Options

TBC

Top 5 holdings

45%

Top 20 holdings

63%
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SOP COMPANIES
Name

ASX Code

Mkt Cap ($M)

Highfield Resources

HFR

176

Agrimin

AMN

70

Danakali

DNK

122

Salt Lake Potash

SO4

192

Kalium Lakes

KLL

103

Reward Minerals

RWD

27

Australian Potash

APC

22

Parkway Minerals

PWN

13

Davenport Resources

DAV

7
June 2020
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CONTACT
DETAILS

Damian Hicks
Executive Director
+61 419 930 087 (M)
dhicks@errawarra.com (E)
Mindy Ku
Company Secretary
+61 8 9322 3383 (T)
mindyk@corpbservices.com (E)

WWW.ERRAWARRA.COM
@SOPandHPA
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APPENDIX – SOP TIMELINE
2002
Basic Reid ProcessTM
plant to combine CO2,
ammonia and gypsum

February 2016
Commercialisation
Agreement signed with
Errawarra

March 2016
Global Patent Applications
Lodged

2003 – 2010
Reid Process - completion
of bench top tests,
refinement of plans and
drawings

September 2015
Positive Preliminary
Report as to Patentability

September 2016
METS deliver Verification &
Due Diligence Report

2011
$1M Seed Capital raised by
Reid Systems Pty Ltd to
commercialise Reid
ProcessTM

October 2014
International Patent
Application Lodged

July 2017
METS deliver
Crystallisation Testwork
Report

May 2012
Demonstration Plant
Completed

May 2013
Curtin University confirms
Reid Process chemical
balancing works and
products produced

September 2017
METS deliver Potassium
Sulphate Purification
Testwork Report

October 2017
METS engaged to deliver
Pre- Feasibility Study
(PFS)

